Formation of aluminium clusters in helium nanodroplets
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Abstract

The addition of aluminium atoms to helium nanodroplets has been explored using electron impact mass spectrometry. A series of aluminium cluster ions, $\text{Al}_n^+$, were observed as the major products, which contrasts with a recent study where such cluster ions were not detected in any significant quantities (S. A. Krasnokutski, F. Huisken, *J. Phys. Chem. A* **115**, 7120 (2011)). The earlier finding was interpreted as evidence that Al atoms are separated by one or more layers of helium and therefore form a 3-dimensional ‘foam’ inside helium droplets. The current observations are not consistent with this suggestion and instead indicate that when multiple Al atoms are added to helium droplets they aggregate to form $\text{Al}_n$ clusters inside the helium droplets.
Introduction

The study of metal atoms picked up by helium nanodroplets has provided many intriguing observations. It is now well established that alkali metal atoms reside in a dimple on the surface of helium nanodroplets rather than settling inside.\textsuperscript{1-3} The driving force for adopting a surface location stems from the diffuse valence electron distribution in the alkalis, which generates an exceptionally weak attractive interaction with helium. Consequently, the displacement of sufficient helium to create a cavity which can host the alkali atom is energetically unfavourable relative to the creation of a dimple on the droplet surface. Small alkali clusters also reside on the surface of helium droplets and have been found to exist in high spin electronic states, since the low spin states release sufficient energy as the atoms coalesce to expel the cluster from the droplet surface.\textsuperscript{4-6}

The situation for the alkaline earth metals is a little more complicated. All of the available evidence points towards a surface location for Ca, Sr and Ba atoms.\textsuperscript{7-12} However Mg has, until very recently, proved a more challenging case to decipher. Evidence has been presented both in favour and against an interior location,\textsuperscript{11,13,14} but this now looks to be resolved by recent calculations which suggest that Mg atoms do solvate inside helium droplets but are highly delocalized within the droplet because of the weak Mg-He interaction.\textsuperscript{15} Another consequence of the weak Mg-He interaction is the formation of a foam-like structure for multiple Mg atoms in helium droplets. Here the Mg-He interaction is so weak that it becomes energetically unfavourable for two Mg atoms to come into direct contact. Instead, one or more solvation layers of helium form around each Mg atom and as two Mg atoms approach the energy required to displace the helium to allow the two Mg atoms to come into contact creates a barrier which cannot be overcome at the temperature of a helium droplet, 0.38 K. Consequently, the Mg\textsubscript{n} system is thought to form a metastable three-
dimensional foam-like structure and recent experimental and theoretical studies seem to confirm this behaviour.\textsuperscript{14,16,17}

Given the foam-like behaviour for magnesium, it is interesting to consider whether other metals might show similar behaviour. Recently, Krashnokutski and Huiskin have suggested aluminium as a possible candidate.\textsuperscript{18} Evidence for this was collected from mass spectrometry. Several arguments were presented in favour of a foam-like structure for when multiple Al atoms are present in the liquid helium droplet, including the absence of any significant quantities of Al\textsubscript{n}\textsuperscript{+} cluster ions. Here we report a similar mass spectrometric study of Al in helium droplets, but we obtain very different findings. In particular, we see an abundant array of aluminium cluster ions, which suggests that Al atoms aggregate to form Al\textsubscript{n} clusters in helium nanodroplets rather than foam-like structures.

**Experimental**

The apparatus used is described in detail elsewhere.\textsuperscript{19} Briefly, helium nanodroplets were formed by expansion of highly pure gaseous helium into a vacuum through a small aperture. The stagnation pressure of the helium and the temperature of the nozzle can be adjusted to control the mean size of the droplets. A collimated beam of droplets is formed by passage through a skimmer and the droplets then entered a pickup region, where Al atoms were added. This was achieved using a resistively heated oven comprised of a cylindrical alumina cell with tantalum heating wire on the outside, in which solid aluminium was placed. As the helium droplets passed through this pickup zone Al atoms were able to collide with and be captured by the droplets. The kinetic energy of each added atom is removed by evaporative loss of helium atoms, which quickly cools the ensemble back to 0.38 K. The doped droplets then passed through a second skimmer and entered the ionization zone of a quadrupole mass spectrometer, where they were subjected to electron ionization at an energy of 60 eV.
Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows a mass spectrum obtained at a nozzle temperature of 12 K and a helium pressure of 15 bar, which is expected to give helium droplets with an average of 12000 helium atoms. The oven temperature for this particular experiment was estimated to be 1100 K, as measured by a thermocouple in contact with the oven. The spectrum shows an array of cluster ions, including a strong series of peaks from He\(_n^+\) cluster ions in the lower mass part of the spectrum. At higher masses the most prominent series of ions comes from Al\(_n^+\), which can be seen with \(n\) up to 15 in this particular spectrum. The observation of Al\(_n^+\) cluster ions is in marked contrast to the absence of these species in the work reported by Krashnokutski and Huisken. The Al\(_n^+\) ions show a general decline in abundance with \(n\) but there are exceptions, the most notable of which corresponds to \(n = 7\). This peak is significantly more intense than its neighbours, Al\(_6^+\) and Al\(_8^+\), which suggests that Al\(_7^+\) has enhanced stability, i.e. it is a ‘magic’ number cluster. The stability of this particular cluster has been reported in previous studies and can be explained by the jellium model, since Al\(_7^+\) has 20 valence electrons which form a closed-shell in the jellium model.

The next most prominent peaks seen in Figures 1 and 2 arise from ions of aluminium oxides. Specifically, we observed Al\(_2O^+\) and also the series [(Al\(_2O\)Al\(_n\))\(^+\)]. The aluminium oxides are not the target of the current study and so we shall not dwell on them here but we suspect that the preponderance of the reduced oxide, Al\(_2O\), rather than AlO\(_2\), derives from the use of an alumina (solid Al\(_2O_3\)) crucible, which in combination with heated aluminium produces aluminium oxide vapours under reducing conditions.

Also seen in the current work are the helium-solvated ions AlHe\(_n^+\) and Al\(_2He_n^+\), as shown in the expanded view in Figure 2. The AlHe\(_n^+\) ions form the more prominent series and can be seen up to at least \(n = 17\). The observation of AlHe\(_n^+\) ‘snowball’ ions was reported
previously by Krashnokutski and Huisken\textsuperscript{18} and is evidence in favour of an interior location
for Al atoms in the droplets (other evidence comes from spectroscopy\textsuperscript{22}), since a surface-
location is likely to expel a bare rather than a heavily solvated ion. However, Krashnokutski
and Huisken were unable to observe snowball ions associated with Al\textsubscript{2}\textsuperscript{+} and larger Al\textsubscript{n}\textsuperscript{+} ions,
which contrasts with the findings reported here.

In an attempt to resolve the differences between our observations and those reported by
Krashnokutski and Huisken, we present in Figure 3 the response of three ions, He\textsubscript{2}\textsuperscript{+}, Al\textsuperscript{+} and
Al\textsubscript{2}\textsuperscript{+}, to changes in the oven temperature. In their study Krashnokutski and Huisken found a
weak and essentially linear decline of He\textsubscript{2}\textsuperscript{+} signal with the Al vapour pressure, with a gradient
which is far lower than would be expected if the Al atoms combined to form Al\textsubscript{n} clusters. This
is because the Al-Al bond energies are relatively strong and should produce a major change in
droplet size as each atom is added, which would evaporate many He atoms and thus produce a
large change in the He\textsubscript{2}\textsuperscript{+} signal (since the He\textsubscript{2}\textsuperscript{+} signal should be proportional to the geometric
cross section of the helium droplet, which in turn is expected to be proportional to the electron
impact cross section). On the other hand, addition of each Al atom in the limit of no clustering
should add only about 140 meV of energy, which will result in the evaporation of \textit{ca.} 230
helium atoms\textsuperscript{23}.

The data shown in Figure 3 are dramatically different from the findings reported by
Krashnokutski and Huisken. Even though we use smaller helium droplets than in the study by
Krashnokutski and Huisken (whose mean droplet size was 2 \times 10\textsuperscript{4} helium atoms\textsuperscript{18}), we
nevertheless see abundant Al pickup at far lower vapour pressures than those implied by
Krashnokutski and Huisken. For example, for the data shown in Figure 3 we use helium
droplets with an estimated mean size of 10\textsuperscript{4} helium atoms and see a maximum in the Al\textsuperscript{+}
signal at an oven temperature of 1100 K, which corresponds to an Al vapour pressure of about
6.5 \times 10\textsuperscript{-6} mbar. Invoking Poisson statistics for the pickup process means a pickup probability


for a single dopant atom given by $P = z \exp(-z)$ where $z = \sigma N l$ and $\sigma$ = helium droplet geometric cross section, $N$ = pickup gas number density and $l$ = length of the pickup zone. The probability of picking up a single Al atom is a maximum when $z = 1$ and so under our experimental conditions ($l = 7$ cm and $\sigma = 7.2 \times 10^{-13}$ cm$^2$, assuming a spherical droplet$^{23}$) we predict that the maximum in the pickup of a single Al atom should occur at a vapour pressure of $7.3 \times 10^{-6}$ mbar. This is in excellent agreement with the vapour pressure deduced for the maximum of the Al$^+$ signal in Figure 3. It is important to be aware that there are approximations involved here which may make this level of agreement somewhat fortuitous. For example, there is an estimated error margin of $\pm 20$ K in the oven temperature. Also, contributions to the Al$^+$ signal from the ionization of larger neutral clusters, such as Al$_2$, have been ignored. Nevertheless, it is clear that our estimated pickup behaviour is in agreement with experimental observations and is distinctly at odds with that presented by Krashnokutski and Huisken. It therefore seems that the absence of Al$_n$ clusters in the experiments of Krashnokutski and Huisken is most likely the result of inadequate pickup of Al atoms, either because the helium droplets were smaller than thought or the Al vapour pressure was lower than claimed.

We note also that the He$_2^+$ signal shown in Figure 3 undergoes a rapid decline (note the log scale on the vertical axis) once Al$_2$ starts to form, as deduced by the appearance of the Al$_2^+$ signal. As mentioned earlier, this type of behaviour is consistent with Al-Al bond formation and provides further evidence against the foam model for Al in liquid helium. The dissociation energy of Al$_2$ is 0.61 eV$^{24}$ and its formation should lead to the evaporation of roughly 1000 helium atoms (the addition of each atom should also lead to evaporation of a further 230 He atoms due to dissipation of their translational energy). As pointed out by Krashnokutski and Huisken,$^{18}$ the binding energy per Al atom tends to increase as $n$ increases, at least up until $n = 8$. For example, the binding energy per atom is 2.1 eV for Al$_8$ and so its
formation should result in the evaporation of $\sim$27000 helium atoms. Although this is substantially larger than the mean size of the helium droplets used to record the spectrum in Figure 1, the droplets are expected to follow a log-normal size distribution. The long tail in the log-normal size distribution will provide some helium droplets with sizes far larger than the mean, which could account for the observation of the largest $\text{Al}_n^+$ cluster ions seen in the current study.

To close, the mass spectrometric evidence reported here argues against the formation of an aluminium foam when multiple Al atoms are picked up by helium nanodroplets. Further evidence in support of this suggestion comes from other experiments in our laboratory, where aluminium nanoparticles were observed after growth inside very large helium droplets. These observations were made after collisions of the aluminium-doped droplets with a thin deposition target and then applying transmission electron microscopy. Despite the strong evidence presented here for the absence of an aluminium foam, it would be interesting in future work to explore how aluminium atoms combine in helium nanodroplets and optical spectroscopic studies would be particularly valuable.
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Figure captions

1. Mass spectrum obtained at nozzle temperature of 12 K and a helium stagnation pressure of 15 bar, which is expected to produce helium atoms with an average of 12000 helium atoms. The alumina oven was maintained at a temperature of 1100 K for this experiment, which corresponds to a vapour pressure of Al of ca. $10^{-6}$ mbar. Several series of peaks are highlighted, the most prominent being from Al$_n^+$ ions. Also shown are the aluminum oxide ions Al$_2$O$^+$ and [(Al$_2$O)Al$_n$]$^+$.  

2. An expanded view of the mass spectrum in Figure 1 highlighting peaks assigned to the AlHe$_n^+$ and Al$_2$He$_n^+$ series of ions. Note that the peaks for the latter series of ions are weak and this assignment should therefore be regarded as tentative.  

3. Response of the He$_2^+$, Al$^+$ and Al$_2^+$ signals as a function of oven temperature for a fixed helium droplet size (mean size $10^4$ helium atoms). The sharp decline in Al$^+$ and Al$_2^+$ signals at high temperature is attributed to the preferential formation of larger neutral Al$_n$ clusters at these temperatures.
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